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“The discussion on the distinction “The discussion on the distinction 
between waste and goods has been between waste and goods has been 

going on for almost twenty years now. going on for almost twenty years now. 
No satisfactory definition has yet been No satisfactory definition has yet been 

found to determine when a material found to determine when a material 
becomes a waste and when waste becomes a waste and when waste 

becomes a good again”becomes a good again”

EU Commission 1996EU Commission 1996



“Any substance or object in the “Any substance or object in the 
categories set out in Annex One which categories set out in Annex One which 

the holder discards or intends to the holder discards or intends to 
discard”discard”

Article 1 Article 1 –– Waste Framework DirectiveWaste Framework Directive



“Materials which are to be re“Materials which are to be re--used but which do not used but which do not 
require any recovery operation before being put to require any recovery operation before being put to 
their new use are not treated as waste.  Similarly, their new use are not treated as waste.  Similarly, 
materials which are made ready for rematerials which are made ready for re--use by a use by a 
recovery operation, cease to be waste when the recovery operation, cease to be waste when the 

recovery operation is complete”recovery operation is complete”

CarnwathCarnwath J J 

Mayer Parry Recycling v Environment AgencyMayer Parry Recycling v Environment Agency



“If a waste material is recovered or reprocessed so “If a waste material is recovered or reprocessed so 
that a substance is obtained that no longer poses a that a substance is obtained that no longer poses a 
danger typical of waste and, when used in a normal danger typical of waste and, when used in a normal 

manufacturing process, does not pollute the manufacturing process, does not pollute the 
environment any more than…a raw material that environment any more than…a raw material that 

substance is no longer to be regarded as waste in the substance is no longer to be regarded as waste in the 
sense of being subject to control or authorisation for sense of being subject to control or authorisation for 

its future use” its future use” 

Advocate General Advocate General AlberAlber

ARCO ARCO ChemieChemie NederlandNederland



“Even where waste has undergone a complete “Even where waste has undergone a complete 
recovery operation which has the consequence that recovery operation which has the consequence that 

the substance in question has acquired the same the substance in question has acquired the same 
properties and characteristics as a raw material that properties and characteristics as a raw material that 
substance may nonetheless be regarded as waste if substance may nonetheless be regarded as waste if 

its holder discards or intends or is required to discard its holder discards or intends or is required to discard 
it”it”

ECJECJ

Arco Arco ChemieChemie NederlandNederland



“A search for logical coherence in the “A search for logical coherence in the 
Luxembourg case law is probably doomed to Luxembourg case law is probably doomed to 

failure”failure”

CarnwathCarnwath LJLJ

R (R (On the Application of OSS Group Ltd) v On the Application of OSS Group Ltd) v 

Environment AgencyEnvironment Agency



Article 6 Proposed Directive RevisionArticle 6 Proposed Directive Revision

•• (a) the substance or object is commonly used for specific (a) the substance or object is commonly used for specific 
purposes; purposes; 

•• (b) a market or demand exists for such a substance or object; (b) a market or demand exists for such a substance or object; 

•• (c) the substance or object fulfils the technical requirements f(c) the substance or object fulfils the technical requirements for or 
the specific purposes and meets the existing legislation and the specific purposes and meets the existing legislation and 
standards applicable to products; and standards applicable to products; and 

•• (d) the use of the substance or object will not lead to overall (d) the use of the substance or object will not lead to overall 
adverse environmental or human health impacts This could in adverse environmental or human health impacts This could in 
itself, lead to referrals to the ECJ.itself, lead to referrals to the ECJ.
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